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1. Introduction

In the later years an increasing number of listed companies have engaged in distributing
voluntary financial information through the Internet. This development is taken place all over
the world, e.g., confirmed by several surveys presented in the special section on the Internet
and corporate reporting in Europe in the European Accounting Review, No. 2,1999. The
corporate websites provide shareholders, professional analysts, journalists and other interested
parties an access to financial information relating to the companies behind the shares. The
financial information is presented in a multitude of forms and with different weights on the
respective websites, but common for all, is the offer of free information made available for the
interested net-surfer. Unlike, the requirements guiding mandatory filings of annual reports
and other financial information, it is an area without an establish norm for appropriate
reporting behavior guiding the presentation of financial information by means of the Internet.
The starting years with Internet reporting has been characterized by differences in the
application of the flexibility of the new technology. Further, the strategy of communication
has often been unresolved, or even not identified, in relation to different target users of the
corporate information offered by the websites. In spite of this, the purpose of the present
survey is to identify and classify shared traits and behavior among the companies. In light of
the rapid evolution in this area, the survey can only attempt to disclose the practices at a given
point in time, which may soon be forgotten.

This paper provides empirical evidence on financial reporting through the Internet by
companies listed on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange (CSE) in Denmark. While previous
studies have focused on the reporting behavior of the largest or the most liquid companies
listed on a given stock exchange, this study extends the scope of previous studies by (1)
providing detailed information on reporting behavior from the entire set of listed companies
on a given stock exchange, and by (2) including an analysis of report formats and content in
addition to traditional account for presence of many features. The extended scope of the study
path the way for an initial classification of reporting behavior based on industrial belonging as
well as choices of communication strategy.

Data was collected from June to August 1999. Of the 231 companies listed on the Exchange,
179 had a website in the summer 1999. The paper provides evidence from the 129 companies
who did present financial information through the Internet. The evidence confirms that
investors and other Internet-surfers have access to more than half the listed companies
through the Internet, i.e. 55,8%. As noted in previous studies, belonging to the group of most
traded companies usually sets a standard for reporting. However, the reporting behavior
among the less traded companies clearly varies across different industries.

The reporting behavior in a traditional setting is based on preliminary reports through fax and
printed versions of the annual report. The content and circumstances around publishing new
financial information is strictly regulated to protect against undue advantages for individual
investors. The opportunity for giving access to continuous updated information is available
and often a highly promoted feature of the Internet-technology. However, in light of existing
accounting regulations, the existing reporting behavior through the Internet seems to take a
more passive role as a filing system for financial messages and reports. The investors access
to timely, relevant and credible financial information is still a figment of imagination in light
of current practice, available technology and existing accounting regulation. Therefore, the
paper concludes with a few recommendations for future improvement in reporting behavior
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within the existing boundaries and points to the potential for extending boundaries through
the use of new technology.

2. The survey of listed companies

This paper present the findings of a survey, which was limited to include companies listed on
the CSE. Even though, the Internet provides access to the reporting behavior of companies all
over the world, a limitation to Danish companies seemed prudent. In this context, "Danish
companies" is a short term used on companies listed on the CSE. In spite of this term, these
companies may be partly or totally owned by foreign parties. Like a number of Danish
companies are listed on other stockexchanges round the world, a relatively small number of
foreign based companies are listed on the CSE in Denmark. Hence, the focus in the present
study is on the access to financial information from the companies listed on the CSE. As such,
a distinction between Danish and foreign companies is not made in a formal sense.

The survey covers 231 companies listed on the Stockexchange at the final day of the survey
period. The survey, however, does not include investment holding companies or investment
associations (individual portfolios listed directly on the exchange). In the instances where a
company is represented on the stockexchange with several classes of shares (independently
traded shares), the company is only entered once in the survey. The websites were visited
between April 26th and August 4th 1999. Several websites were revisited, but the main part
was only visited once. On a few occasions access to a website was impossible because of
server-malfunctions, ongoing updating and similar things. In these cases, the website was
revisited until a successful access could be achieved.

Gaining access to the entire set of websites is difficult in the sense, that no particular
webservice provides a complete and updated list of all current websites. In effect, a fair
amount of detective work goes into this task. However, the main part of the links was
identified by combining list from several portals (e.g., Yahoo.com), including a list of links
from the CSE.

The survey was primarily explorative in nature. The Internet was used as a tool to identify and
register whether or not the individual company had a website with financial information
available. The individual websites were examined with the aim of identifying common traits
and behavior relating to the structure and contents of the sites. The selection of variables for
the survey was carried out though a process, which best can be described as an iterative
process with continual improvements and selection choices.

The survey examines both the presence and the appearance of a number of variables, see
appendix 1 for the list of variables in the research instrument. In this context, the "presence"
of different variables was registered by an yes/no-criteria. Examples on these variables are
whether there is access to the detailed annual report, whether there is access to the preliminary
report, to the auditors report etc. For some of these variables, registrations about "appearance"
or "format" are made in addition. That is, the appearance may be as a purely webbased text
(html), as an Adobe Acrobat-file (pdf) or requiring the use of one of the Microsoft-products,
e.g. the text editor (Word/doc), spreadsheet (Excel/xls), PowerPoint-presentation (ppt), or
something else. As indicated by the research instrument presented in appendix 1, a full
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registration of all variables are limited to the (ultra-liquid) KFX-companies, while a subset of
variables have been used to examine the reporting behavior among the remaining 211
companies.

3. Access to financial information for listed companies

The survey confirms that the investors have access to financial information through the
Internet at most of the listed companies (LCs). On the exit date of the survey, all the KFX-
companies had their own website. Out of the 231 listed companies 179 had a website (LC
with website) and 129 had a website containing financial information (LC with financial
website). Hence 55.8% of the LCs provided access to their financial statements in either full
or partly version through the Internet, see table 1.

Table 1 Listed Companies (LC) with Websites on August 4th 1999

#
LC

# LC
with

website

Pct.
of

LC

LC with
financial
website

Pct.
of

LC
KFX-companies 20 20 100.0% 20 100.0%

Other listed companies by industry
Production 108 90 83.3% 59 54.6%
Trade and service 45 33 73.3% 18 40.0%
Financial 45 25 55.6% 21 46.7%
Insurance 4 4 100.0% 4 100.0%
Shipping 9 7 77.8% 7 77.8%
In total 211 159 75.4% 109 51.7%

LCs in total 231 179 77.5% 129 55.8%

As indicated in table 1, it is now more the rule than an exception that a LC publishies
financial information through the Internet. The set of LCs does not include investment
companies and investment associations independently listed on the Stock Exchange. The
count for non-KFX LCs shows that production companies (83.3%), trade- and service-
companies (73.3%) and shipping companies (77.8%) are represented on the Internet at an
extent equally comparable to all LCs in total. In comparison, the financial institutions are
under-represented. This is due to a large number of very small banks and savings institutions
comprising this category of LCs. Among the non-KFX LCs 51.7% have websites with
financial information. It should be noted that the trade and service industry has websites with
a broader communication purpose (73.3%), while only 40% of the LCs have websites with
financial information.
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Table 2 All LC´s with Financial Information on Website by Industry

Industry
#

LC

# LC with
financial
Website

Pct.
of

LC
Production 115 66 57.4%
Trade and service 51 24 47.1%
Financial 49 25 51.0%
Insurance 5 5 100.0%
Shipping 11 9 81.8%
In total 231 129 55.8%

Table 2 shows the entire set of LCs by industry. It is noted that the relative extent of LCs with
financial information is largest for insurance (100%) and shipping (81.3). These industries
are, however, characterized by few companies listed on the Stock Exchange. The production
industry is represented by 66 companies (57.4%), while trade and service accounts for 24 for
companies (47.1%). In these industries, where most of the LCs belong, there have not been a
full advantage of the new technology. The change is ongoing. More and more companies are
going on the Internet with their own websites and companies with non-financial websites are
inspired by competitors to release financial information. During the time frame of the survey
16 new websites were added to the total set of LCs on the Internet. A total (or almost total)
penetration will presumably take another couple of years.

4. Different types of financial information on the websites

The listed companies offer a number of different facilities for the investors. In the following,
findings from the survey are presented in two main categories, namely (1) access to
information related to the annual report in a broad sence, i.e., from the preliminary report, to
the annual report and its individual components, and (2) access to financial updates and
periodic releases through the Internet, for example in the form of stock marked
announcements or press releases.

4.1 Access to information related to the annual report

The survey confirms that investors and other Internet-surfers have access to more than half
the listed companies through the Internet. As evidenced in table 1, 55.8% of the listed
companies has a website with financial information. As minimum, the website provides
information from the latest annual report (allthough the frequency of updates varies). Basic
information related to the annual report can be in the form of main figures from the latest
couple of years, a pdf-file with the preliminary report, or a replication of the annual report in
full. The survey also confirms, that across companies the use of terms for the annual report is
not consistent, i.e., an inconsistent use of the generic terms "preliminary report", "directors´
report", "annual accounts" or "annual report" were found. Hence, for research purposes, it was
necessary to open/download all documents of interest to validate the actual contents behind
the title of the links.
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Table 3 Access to the preliminary report, annual report and minutes from the general meeting
at the 20 KFX-companies

The
preliminary

report

The annual
report

General meeting
minutes

# LC Pct. of
LC

# LC Pct. of
LC

# LC Pct. of LC

Presence 19 95.0% 19 95.0% 8 40.0%
Pdf-
format 10 50.0% 16 80.0% 0 0.0%

Html-
format

13 65.0% 6 30.0% 8 40.0%

Other
formats

1 5.0% 1 5.0% 0 0.0%

The figures in table 3 give an overview of the access to the preliminary report, annual report
and minutes from the general meeting at the 20 KFX-companies. The reason why these
figures are presented in the same context is the fact that three different events may be related
to the publication of information relating to the annual report. Hence, table 3 identifies the
possibility for access to the information through the Internet as related to the three events
identified in figure 1.  First,  a preliminary announcement of annual results is required by the
"Rules Governing Issuers of Securities Listed on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange" (CSE
Rules). I.e., the CSE Rules § 23 (1) states that "Immediately after board approval of the
annual accounts, the company shall issue a preliminary announcement which is a summary of
the annual accounts". This information is provided on the Internet as a copy of the telefax to
CSE containing the summary of the annual accounts.

Second, the printed version of the annual report is made available to the shareholders, and the
public as such, at least eight days before the general meeting. Allthough the CSE is currently
experimenting with electronic filing of this report, the Internet version of the full annual
report has to avait the general access through the traditional means of publication (that is, the
two or three weeks before the printed version is available).

Third, the Danish Annual Accounts Act (AA Act) § 62 requires that the approved annual
report is filed within six business days of the annual general meeting. The CSE Rules § 5 (1)
states that "information about the development of the meeting together with information
regarding all resolutions passed at the meeting shall be published on or before the first trading
day after the general meeting". Because "the minutes of the general meeting" will include
information about the approval of the annual report, the availabiltity of these minutes may be
taken as a proxy for the access to the approved version of the annual report. Despite the
explicit demand in the CSE Rules, the figures in table 3 show that the access to this
information through the Internet was only available at 40% of the KFX-companies.
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Figure 1 Regulatory requirements for publishing the annual report for listed companies in
Denmark

The preliminary report
The printed version of

the annual report
The approved version of

the annual report

Published to stock
exchange (market):
1. Immediately after

board meeting
2. Max three months after

the balance sheet date

Delivered to stock
exchange (market):
1. Immediately after

printing
2. No later than eight days

before the general
meeting

Official filing to the
Commerce and Companies
Agency:
1. No later than on the

sixth business day after
approval on the general
meeting

2. Max five months after
the balance sheet date

Sources: "Rules Governing Issuers of Securities Listed on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange A/S, Issued
August 17 th 1999", and  "The Danish Annual Accounts Act, issued june 17th 1996".

In contrast to the printed version of the annual report, the Internet invites to another cut on the
various information, which may be provided in addition to the annual accounts. Hence, the
survey examines to what extent different components of the annual report are presented and
how these components appear on the website. Especially when an annual report is not
provided in the pdf-format, a number of the required components prescribed in AA Act and
the CSE Rules may be absent or provided in a different context than seen in the printed
version of the full report. In table 4, the access to different components of the annual report at
the 20 KFX-companies is shown. The presented components are identified as "main figures
and financial ratios", "the directors´report", "the balance sheet and profit/loss accounts" and
"the auditors report".

Table 4 Access to different components of the annual report at the 20 KFX-companies
Main accounts
and financial

ratios

The directors
report

Balance sheet &
Profit/Loss
Accounts

Auditors report

# LC Pct. of
LC

# LC Pct. of
LC

# LC Pct. of
LC

# LC Pct. of
LC

Presence 20 100.0% 20 100.0% 20 100.0% 17 85.0%
Pdf-
format

16 80.0% 16 80.0% 16 80.0% 16 80.0%

Html-
format

17 85.0% 14 70.0% 14 70.0% 3 15.0%

Other
formats

3 15.0% 3 15.0% 3 15.0% 1 5.0%

The findings demonstrate that all the KFX-companies give access to financial information
related to the annual report. Even though they all provide access on their websites to the main
figures, the directors´report and the detailed accounts, a varity of Internet practices (how the
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information appear) have been registered. The figures in table 3 and table 4 show that the
companies, most often, uses several formats in presenting the annual accounts. While the
html-format allows the direct access and may provide a quick overview, the pdf-format seems
to be preferred as a more precise and reliable alternative.

Even thought the pdf-files requires that the users obtain special software to downloade and
open the files ("viewers" or "readers"), this format has become a standard for publishing
annual accounts on the Internet. The viewer may be used on the downloaded documents or the
pdf-files may be opened directly in the Internet-browser (requiring a plug-in). The latter is
providing the user with a familiar interface. In addition, the software allows the user to adjust
the size of screen image (zoom in/out), to perform basic searches for words, use predesigned
topic-lists/bookmarks and to copy the contents to other media.

At the KFX-companies, the pdf-format is used to give access to replicates of the preliminary
report (50%), the annual report (80%) or both. Only two of the 20 KFX companies do not
provide this opportunity on their websites. While one half of the companies use the pdf-
format to give access to an exact copy of the annual report, the other half also take advantage
of the active features of the pdf-format. The possibility to link and bookmark different
elements of the report is somewhat similar to the interactive features usually praised when
discussing the advantages of the html-format. The use of links from the table of contents or
between the balance sheet and accompanying notes are obvious examples. However, it
demands an extra effort on the part of the company to provide these features. The choice to
make the effort, or not, may be driven by such factors as (1) an explicit averness of the needed
communication strategy and/or (2) a desire to controll the conversion of financial information
to the Internet-media in order to provide reliable information.

Allmost none of the companies in the survey, including the KFX-companies, enlightens the
Internet users about the integrity of the financial information. The next best thing would be
access to the signatures of the responsible board and directors and the auditors report as a
signal of confirmation. Table 4 shows that the users have access to this information in 17 of
the 20 companies. While 16 of the companies provide this information in the pdf-format, very
few gives access by the means of other formats (3 in html and 1 in Excel/xls).

When the non-KFX-companies (in ther following termed "other companies") provide acces to
financial information, the users may expect access to a pdf-version of the annual report at
bearly half the companies (43.1%). Accordingly, the access to pdf-files is available in about
half of the listed companies on (48.8%) with financial websites, which again is 27.3% of the
231 listed companies on the CSE, see table 5.

Often the html-based webpages are used together with pdf-files, for example to present the
main figures and financial ratios and the directors´ report. Further, the balance sheet and
profit/loss accounts are presented in 14 of the 20 KFX companies, but the html-format is often
used without giving access to the notes. As such, the html-version does not represent an
accurate presentation of the financial accounts.

As a supplement to the pdf- and html-formats, the users also have the opportunity to
download/open documents relating to the annual report in other formats. Among the KFX-
companies have been found instances where the preliminary report is presented in Word
(doc), the annual report in Excel (xls), the main figures in Excel (xls) and as a PowerPoint
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presentation (ppt), while both the directors´report and the detailed annual accounts appear as
xls- and doc-files.

Table 5 Access to the annual reports information at the KFX- and other listed companies
respectively

KFX-companies Other LC in total All LC in total

Access to financial
information on the

Internet
# LC

Pct. of
LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC
with
fin.
web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

The preliminary report 19 95.0% 95.0% 66 31.3% 60.6% 85 36.8% 65.9%
The annual report 19 95.0% 95.0% 55 26.1% 50.5% 74 32.0% 57.4%
The annual report in pdf-
format

16 80.0% 80.0% 47 22.3% 43.1% 63 27.3% 48.8%

Main accounts and financial
ratios

20 100.0% 100.0% 98 46.4% 89.9% 118 51.1% 91.5%

The directors report 20 100.0% 100.0% 85 40.3% 78.0% 105 45.5% 81.4%
Balance sheet & Profit/Loss
Accounts

20 100.0% 100.0% 70 33.2% 64.2% 90 39.0% 69.8%

The users access to the annual report through the Internet is considerably better at the KFX-
companies in comparison with the other listed companies. The figures in table 5 show that the
users have access to the full annual report at 26.1 % of the 211 other companies listed on
CSE. This amounts to half (50.5%) of those companies, where the website has financial
information. In comparison, this share is bigger for the preliminary report (60.6%), while the
presentations (typically in html-format) of the main figures (89.9%) and the directors´ report
(78%) are even more available.

Table 6A Access to annual report information at the 211 Other LCs by Industry
Production Trade and service Financial

Access to
financial

information on
the Internet

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

The preliminary
report

40 37.0% 67.8% 8 17.8% 44.4% 10 22.2% 47.6%

The annual report 34 31.5% 57.6% 8 17.8% 44.4% 4 8.9% 19.0%
The annual report
in pdf-format

28 25.9% 47.5% 8 17.8% 44.4% 4 8.9% 19.0%

Main accounts and
financial ratios

52 48.1% 88.1% 16 35.6% 88.9% 20 44.4% 95.2%

The directors
report

44 40.7% 74.6% 15 33.3% 83.3% 16 35.6% 76.2%

Balance sheet &
Profit/Loss
Accounts

41 38.0% 69.5% 11 24.4% 61.1% 8 17.8% 38.1%
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A comparison between the KFX- and the other companies suggests that the KFX-companies
not only exploit the tecnological opportunities in the widest sense, but also provide access to
the information related to the annual report in a broad array of different appearances. The
preliminary report may be found at 95% of the KFX-companies, but only at 60.6% of the
other companies with financial websites. For the annual report, the similar figures are 95%
compared to 50.5%. An even better picture is found for the balance sheet and profit/loss
accounts, which may be found at 64.2% of the other companies with websites.

 Table 6B Access to annual report information at the 211 other LCs by industry
Insurance Shipping Other LCs in total

Access to
financial

information on
the Internet

# LC
Pct. Of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

The preliminary
report

3 75.0% 75.0% 5 55.6% 71.4% 66 31.3% 60.6%

The annual report 4 100.0% 100.0% 5 55.6% 71.4% 55 26.1% 50.5%
The annual report
in pdf-format

4 100.0% 100.0% 3 33.3% 42.9% 47 22.3% 43.1%

Main accounts and
financial ratios

4 100.0% 100.0% 6 66.7% 85.7% 98 46.4% 89.9%

The directors
report

4 100.0% 100.0% 6 66.7% 85.7% 85 40.3% 78.0%

Balance sheet &
Profit/Loss
Accounts

4 100.0% 100.0% 6 66.7% 85.7% 70 33.2% 64.2%

The access to the annual report does not only vary between the KFX-companies and the other
listed companies. Table 6 (A+B) shows that differences also exist across industries. When the
CSE specification of the companies according to industry is used for the 211 other companies,
the differences are very distinct. The two industries with only a few listed companies, namely
"insurance" (4 companies with financial websites) and "shipping" (7 companies with financial
websites), both displays an Internet-practice which is similar to to the practice of the KFX-
companies.

The Internet practices vary considerably for both the group of production companies with
financial websites (59) and for the group of companies within trade and service (18). On one
hand, the access to information related to the annual report is better at the group of production
companies, i.e., access to the annual report at 57.6% of the financial websites in the group,
while the corresponding figure is 44.4% for trade and service companies. On the other hand,
the latter group provide access to information related to the annual report from relatively more
years, see table 7. For the production companies, the average number of reports (years) is 1.73
years compared to 1.89 years for the trade and service group. The implication of this is not
that all trade and service companies provide access to more years of information than the
production companies, i.e., the variance implies larger differences in practice in the trade and
service industry. The figures in table 7 are based on a registration of access to the annual
report in part or in full. In addition, most companies provide comparative main figures for
several years (usually 5 to 10) as required by law in relation to the traditional publication.
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Table 7 Number of annual reports (years) disclosed on websites with financial information

Years KFX Productio
n

Trade and
service

Financial Insurance Shipping Other LCs
in total

All LCs
in total

Average 2.05 1.73 1.89 1.38 1.50 1.86 1.69 1.74
Variance 1.00 1.17 2.22 0.25 0.33 1.48 1.14 1.13

A characteristic trait for the trade and service companies is that their websites are targeted
more toward their customers than toward potential or existing investors. This is implied in the
rather large difference between the access to webpages at 73.3% of the companies, while only
40% provides access to financial information. In comparison, the access to information
related to the annual report in the production companies (see table 6A) is made more
available. Hence, the Internet practice by the trade and service companies may be
characterized as a marketing tool rather than an Investor Relations tool. This trait is found for
the financial institutions outside KFX too. This group has a homogeneous Internet practice.
The financial institutions typically provide access to a html-based view on information from
the latest annual report. Many of these websites have been established recently, i.e., this is
confirmed by the figures in table 7. The financial institutions provide access to 1 or 2 years of
financial information from the annual reports. This group may not be characterized as focused
on Investor-Relations in the traditional sense. Instead, the communication is typically directed
toward the bank customer, who may own a few shares motivated by the savings or service
benefits offered alongside.

Overall, the survey provides confirming evidence on a widespread access to information
related to the annual report through the Internet. The change is made possible by the
technological development in the later half of the 1990s. This is implied by the finding, that
most companies offer the possibility of downloading annual reports from the latest 1-3 years.
Even though the KFX- and the other companies have different practices, and that difference
exists across industries, it is possible to find shared traits among the companies as well.
Among other things, the pdf-format has become a standard for the those companies, which
publish the full annual report through the Internet. Html-based webpages are often used in
interrelation with the pdf-files. Through the ordinary webpages, the companies most often
provide information on main figures and financial ratios, the directors´report, the balance
sheet and profit/loss statements, while the html-format very often is used without including
the notes.

4.2 Access to financial updates through the Internet

The survey also provides evidence on the access to other periodic and current information
updates, for example in the form of stock market announcements or press releases. Stock
market announcements are regulated by the CSE Rules. Detailed requirements for the
preliminary report and interim reports are also provided by the CSE Rules. At present, these
rules require the traditional use of telefax-technology, which again is reflected in how the
companies publish financial information through the Internet. It is a characteristic trait that the
company websites are used as public archives for announcements and press releases.

Because the companies are required to publish the annoncements to the market through
telefax first, the opportunity to make advantage of the speed of the Internet and/or email is not
used (yet). Further, the current Internet practices makes it difficult for the users to assess
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whether the update of such archives is complete or on time. The survey shows that none of the
companies indicate the exact time of the updates in form of announcements or press releases.

Overall the survey suggests that the companies have very liberal interpretations of the CSE
Rules when it comes to publishing financial updates through the Internet. Even though the
CSE Rules do not incorporate the Internet-technology, the contents of the rules still apply no
matter how the financial information is distributed. In the present context, the basic rules still
enforce (1) a strict limitation for the timing of new material information, i.e., information,
which may influence the stock rates, and (2) a band agaist inappropriate or misguiding
information. While the first restriction is violated from time to time and may seldom be
discovered, the boundary for the second restriction is harder to make. When will the
companies use of Internet technology lead to inappropriate or misguiding information? With
the current Internet practice regarding the presentation of stock market annoncements and
press releases, many examples suggest that appearance, the number of releases, and the
contents have been changed in comparison with a complete list of official releases through the
telefax-media.

Table 8 Access to financial updates at the 20 KFX-companies
The preliminary

report Interim reports Press releases Other stock
market releases

# LC
Pct. of

LC # LC
Pct. of

LC # LC
Pct. of

LC # LC
Pct. Of

LC

Presence 19 95.0% 18 90.0% 18 90.0% 10 50.0%
Pdf-
format

10 50.0% 8 40.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Html-
format

13 65.0% 11 55.0% 18 90.0% 10 50.0%

Other
formats

1 5.0% 3 15.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Almost all of the KFX-companies provide access to financial updates and periodic
information through the Internet, see table 8. Among the other 211 listed companies, the users
have access to financial updates at about one third of the listed companies, see table 9B. The
figures in table 9B show that 64.2% of the companies with a financial website provides access
to the interim report, 60.6% provides access to the preliminary report and 61.5% to other
stock market annoncements. In this context, the "access" should be interpreted as the access to
the archives of announcements and releases. The timing of the releases is impossible to verify.
As explained above, this is coursed by the lack of timestamps on these announcements.

Currently, a precise replication of an announcement or release is supported best by the use of
the pdf-format. This of course is no garanty against deliberate misguidance, but the possibility
for the users to verify the integrety of the information seems better (all else being equal). The
pdf-format is used by respectively 50% and 40% of the companies to provide replications of
the preliminary report and the interim reports. For the other stock marked announcements and
press releases, the pdf-format is not used at all, see table 8. Even though the CSE Rules have
very specific and detailed requirements about the appearance and contents of the preliminary
and interim reports, breach of these requirements are often seen in the Internet versions of the
reports. Further, the language used on the webpages does not constitute a precise way of
communication with the investors. The access to a preliminary report is often hidden behind
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titles such as "the directors´report", "the annual report" or even more confusing terms such as
"result for the year", "the latest accounts" etc.

Html-format is widely used by the 20 KFX-companies and even more by the other listed
companies. It seems natural for the companies that they want to provide the information with
userfriendly links and other interactive features. As a consequence the companies may
distribute information on several different webpages. This may not be in harmony with
prescriptions of appearance and contents for the official releases according to the CSE Rules.
Hence, such Internet practices may impair the users in assessing the completeness of the
financial information. If the companies have choosen to provide access to financial updates
under the heading of "announcements" or "press releases", the users should expect to indeed
have access to a complete list of releases. The survey shows that this is only the case on those
websites, which may be characterized as having a conscious and consistent communication
strategy. Many of these websites provide access to archives with releases sorted by financial
year and with "search for" functions.

Table 9A Access to financial updates and periodic information at the 211 Other LCs by Industry
Production Trade and service Financial

Access to
financial

information on
the Internet

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

# LC
Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web

Interim reports 40 37.0% 67.8% 10 22.2% 55.6% 12 26.7% 57.1%
The preliminary
report 40 37.0% 67.8% 8 17.8% 44.4% 10 22.2% 47.6%

Other stock
market releases

39 36.1% 66.1% 12 26.7% 66.7% 6 13.3% 28.6%

Table 9B Access to financial updates and periodic information at the 211 Other LCs by Industry
Insurance Shipping Other LCs in total

Access to
financial

information on
the Internet

# LC Pct. of
LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web # LC Pct. of

LC

Pct. of
LC with
fin. web # LC Pct. of

LC

Pct. Of
LC with

fin.
Web

Interim reports 2 50.0% 50.0% 6 66.7% 85.7% 70 33.2% 64.2%
The preliminary
report

3 75.0% 75.0% 5 55.6% 71.4% 66 31.3% 60.6%

Other stock
market releases

3 75.0% 75.0% 7 77.8% 100.0% 67 31.8% 61.5%

The survey also points to industry differences in the access to announcements and releases at
the 211 other listed companies, see table 9 (A+B). In the production companies there is no
difference between the access to the reports and the other releases. The users have access to
both the preliminary report and the interim reports at 67.8% of production companies with a
financial website. Only one of these 40 companies does not provide access to other releases.
As the biggest industry, the production companies have a large influence on the overall
average. Hence, the relative size of the production industry is only slightly larger than the
overall average for the non-KFX companies. The other industries do not exhibit the same
harmonious web-site access in terms of access to the financial updates. A charactistic trait for
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the financial institutions is that they primarely provide releases in the form of the preliminary
report (47.6%) and the interim report (57.1%), while other releases are only provide by 28.6%
of the institutions with financial websites. For the insurance and shipping companies, the
interim reports are not as consistent elements as the preliminary report the other releases.

Overall, the access to financial updates and periodic information at the listed companies is
characterized by considerable differences in the provision of access and the handling of
information. When companies provide access to financial information through the Internet,
the financial updates is an element, which the user should expect to find. However, from an
investor viewpoint this is an area with many problems. To a large extent the companies have
an individual behavior in this area. The result is a mix of companies with good and bad
investor relations through the Internet. One possible explanation for this finding is a lack of a
concious and consistent communication strategy targeting different users (including
investors). Another possible explanation relates to the recency of the phenomenon. The
companies have not yet established a commen "best-practice" for publishing financial
information on the Internet. The survey seems to support elements of both these explanations.

5. The structure of corporate websites and Internet practices

The survey also provides evidence on the users´ access to other types of financial information
through the Internet, for example information about stock holder structure, development in
share prices, overview of important financial events (such as planed meetings, announcements
etc.). Through the Internet, the companies themselves have unlimited access to the
international investor market. Hence, the annual report is presented in both a Danish and an
English version in half of the KFX-companies. In the other half, the access is only provided in
English! On most of the websites, the information is scattered all over a number of webpages.
There is no one way in providing access to the financial information. However, the findings in
the survey suggest four possible practices. Allthough not mutually exclusive, the following
practices have been identified: (1) a functional practice, where the annual and interim reports
are presented under links with titles such as "Finance" or "Economy", (2) a promotional
practice, where the main page provides a link to the latest annual report, (3) a
communicational practice, where all corporate information is presented in accordance with a
conscious and consistent communication strategy, where the potential and existing investors
are idenfied specifically (often under a link with the title Investor Relations), and (4) an
unstructured practice, where the financial information is scattered all over the website and
with no obvious structur.

The overall picture is that the companies do not approch the Internet in a similar fashion.
There are considerable differences in the structure of the websites and in the consciouness
about effective communication. If the companies want to please the users, they could reach
far by applying such simple means as: (1) linking directly from the main page of the website
to the section or page for Finance/Economy/Investor Relations, (2) proving overview tables
on the webpage containing the financial information, (3) linking related information together,
(4) using precise titles identifying the information by unambiguous definitions provided by
accounting regulation, and (5) using meaning-bearing and descriptive titles to identify the
contents of webpages/information provided elsewhere on the website.
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6. Conclusions

In the later years an increasing number of listed companies have engaged in distributing
voluntary financial information through the Internet. The paper has provided empirical
evidence on financial reporting through the Internet by companies listed on the Copenhagen
Stock Exchange (CSE) in Denmark. While previous studies have focused on the reporting
behavior of the largest or the most liquid companies listed on a given stock exchange, this
study have extended the scope of previous studies by (1) providing detailed information on
reporting behavior from the entire set of listed companies on a given stock exchange, and by
(2) including an analysis of report formats and content in addition to traditional account for
presence of many features. The paper provides evidence from the 129 companies who did
present financial information through the Internet. The evidence confirms that investors and
other Internet-surfers have access to more than half the listed companies through the Internet.

The survey provides confirming evidence on a widespread access to information related to the
annual report through the Internet. Even though the KFX- and the other companies have
different practices, and that difference exists across industries, it is possible to find shared
traits among the companies as well. Among other things, the pdf-format has become a
standard for the those companies, which publish the full annual report through the Internet.
Html-based webpages are often used in interrelation with the pdf-files. Through the ordinary
webpages, the companies most often provide information on main figures and financial ratios,
the directors´report, the balance sheet and profit/loss statements, while the html-format very
often is used without including the notes. Further, the access to financial updates and periodic
information at the listed companies is characterized by considerable differences in the
provision of access and the handling of information. When companies provide access to
financial information through the Internet, the financial updates is an element, which the user
should expect to find. However, from an investor viewpoint this is an area with varying
Internet practices across industries and individual companies.

The reporting behavior in a traditional setting is based on preliminary reports through fax and
printed versions of the annual report. The content and circumstances around publishing new
financial information is strictly regulated to protect against undue advantages for individual
investors. The opportunity for giving access to continuous updated information is available
and often a highly promoted feature of the Internet-technology. However, in light of existing
accounting regulations, the existing reporting behavior through the Internet seems to take a
more passive role as a filing system for financial releases and reports. The investors access to
timely, relevant and credible financial information is still a figment of imagination in light of
current practice, available technology and existing accounting regulation. Although different
Internet practices have been identified in the survey, one major stepping stone for many of the
listed companies is to come to terms with a consciouss and consistent communcation strategy.
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Appendix 1 List of variables in the research instrument

Variables Measure/description Criteria/value
# No. ID
Listed Company Name ID
Website Presence Yes/no
Web-address Address ID
Classification Industry ID
Web with financial information Presence Yes/no
Date Date ID
Annual report Presence Yes/no
Annual report Format Pdf, html, xls
Pdf application How is the pdf-format used Passive/active,

description
Number of years Access to annual reports #
Main figures and financial ratios Presence Yes/no
Main figures and financial ratios Format Pdf, html, xls, ppt
The directors´report Presence Yes/no
The directors´report Format Pdf, html, xls, doc
Balance sheet & Profit/loss accounts Presence Yes/no
Balance sheet & Profit/loss accounts Format Pdf, html, xls, doc
The auditors report Presence Yes/no
The auditors report Format Pdf, html, xls
Interim reports Presence Yes/no
Interim reports Format Pdf, html, xls, ppt
Financial calender Presence Yes/no
The preliminary report Presence Yes/no
The preliminary report Format Pdf, html, doc
Press releases Presence Yes/no
Other stock market announcements Presence Yes/no
Share price development Presence Yes/no
Share price development Format html, link
Share holder structure Presence Yes/no
Share holder structure Format Pdf, html
Investor Relations Presence Yes/no
Minutes from general meeting Presence Yes/no
News emails Presence Yes/no
Languages Language DK, UK, both
Comments Comments Description


